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In With the Old, Is “Nothing” New? 

An Investigation on Fairy Tales, Shakespeare, and the Complexity of Writing with Constraints 

“Once upon a time, there was a girl named Claire. She was brave, 
clever, and kind. Her clothes were too big, her shoes were too 
small, and she was always covered with mud. She had bright green 
eyes and blonde hair that was curly and had a mind of its own—
just like her. She was an orphan, and lived alone in the woods with 
the wild horses and birds. These were her only friends...well, 
almost. One day, while riding her favorite horse through the 
woods, she met a prince. His name was Prince Edgar, and he was 
the smartest and most handsome man in all the land…” 

 
So began my fourth grade version of “Cinderella”—titled, appropriately, “Boots and Ball 

Gowns.” I loved writing stories—I still do, but few works have received such tireless devotion 

and fervor as my reimagined fairy tale adventure. The tattered yellow notebook in which it is 

written conceals pages upon pages of childish print, in everything from messy ink pen to faded 

purple marker. It’s a reminder of days spent wearing atrocious plastic hair clips and braces. Days 

of ignoring the dusty soccer balls that soared across the school yard, narrowly passing by. Days 

spent hunched over my desk writing, when I should have been paying attention in class.  

It was the longest story I had ever undertaken, and I was so confident, so excited. I 

wanted to retell “Cinderella”—but with better, more admirable and believable characters. I 

wanted to make something old new again. I wanted this imaginary audience to know that 

Cinderella could steal things and live like Robin Hood if she pleased. I wanted them to know that 
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she didn’t have to rely upon anyone but herself to gain entrance to the ball. (In fact, I think she 

stole the princess’ slippers and broke into the castle, after midnight.) 

I wanted the story to happen the way I wanted. I wanted to make it mine. 

Retelling fairy tales—Cinderella in particular—is not a new concept. Far from it.  In fact, 

adaptations are so common, across a wide range of platforms, that in 1992 more than eighty-five 

percent of Oscar nominated movies, and seventy percent of Emmy-winning TV movies, were 

adapted from books (Hutcheon 4). It’s likely that many of these books were taken from earlier 

texts as well. 

Many argue that retellings and stories such as Cinderella are not truly creative, not 

original. Critics, readers, and even many writers alike argue that the plots are familiar and 

common and have long grown old and tired. But even when authors create adaptations from 

other stories, even when they retell them or use literary tropes, they must be creative. They still 

get involved within their work, and must decide what to change and preserve within the text. 

They have literary constraints, but freedom as well, freedom to bend and shape the arcs of their 

pieces to their will. Writers are still creators, their imaginations active. They still have an 

individual voice to share with the world. 

The process by which authors create this type of literature is rather complicated. When an 

author creates a work based off of another, previous work, this is often referred to as a 

“palimpsest” (Genette 5). Imagine that an author’s new work is an object, lying flat. Beneath the 

new text is the older text upon which it is based. This older text, the trope or literary template, is 

referred to as the “hypotext.” The new text is known as the “hypertext” (Genette 5). It would be 

simple to set one work directly atop another. However, this would result with nothing new. 
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What authors do, therefore, is 

change their works. They do not 

solely copy the original work—they 

use it as a springboard for their own 

piece. They must decide what to 

change, what to reveal and hide 

between the works. They must bring 

forth their own words to full existing 

templates, and these “palimpsestuous 

works” then become “haunted”; “we [will] always feel [the] presence [of the former piece] 

shadowing the one we are experiencing directly” (Hutcheon 6). It is as though the author goes 

through a book, page by page like the image at left and decides what she want to show and hide 

when her audience looks at the bigger picture. Gerard Genette would refer to this as “text in the 

second degree,” as it is “created and then received in relation to a prior text” (Hutcheon 6). These 

texts can be anything—from fairytales to legends to stories one reads to her children. 

 “Cinderella,” for example, has existed long before Disney’s quiet, kind-hearted blue ball 

gown beauty. The story of “Cinderella” can be traced back to Chinese tales full of strong heroes 

and foot-bound females (Yolen 22). However, despite Marian Roalfe Cox’s three hundred and 

forty-five documented variations, and European folklorists’ five hundred, the true origin of 

“Cinderella” is still unknown (Smith 218-19; Yolen 22). Cinderella has been a warrior, a 

daughter, an older and younger sister, a farmer—but she has always been put down by the 

characters with whom she is surrounded (Cox xxv). Be this a step mother, step sisters, or even an 

Hutcheon, Linda. A Theory of Adaptation. 2nd ed. New York: 
Routledge, 2013. Google Books. Web. 9 July 2016.	
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angry father, Cinderella universally experiences some sort of dramatic fall from grace. However, 

by the end of the story, justice is restored (Yolen 21).  

In Jane Yolen’s article “The American Cinderella,” she reiterates an idea discussed by 

author Elizabeth Cook:  

‘Cinderella’ is not a story of rags to riches, but rather riches 

recovered; not poor girl into princess but rather rich girl (or 

princess) rescued from improper or wicked enslavement; not 

suffering Griselda enduring but shrewd and practical girl 

persevering and winning a share of the power. It is really a story 

that is about "the stripping away of the disguise that conceals the 

soul from the eyes of others. (Yolen 21, quoting Elizabeth Cook). 

Disney and America, Yolen argues, have forgotten this original message, this basis upon which 

“Cinderella”-inspired stories are continuously built. They focus on Cinderella’s vulnerability, her 

hope and victimization to her fortunate—and enviable— circumstances. 

 In Cook’s words, could we not therefore argue that a much wider range of literary works 

than expected fulfill the contextual format of Cinderella’s predecessors? Could one not make the 

case that classic works such as Shakespeare’s King Lear conceal this same ideological subtext?  

Shakespeare very famously and regularly based his plays upon other works. In fact, it is 

suspected that there are only two plays that were completely original. However, King Lear has 

some of the most notable foundational texts of all the bard’s works. 
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In King Lear, Shakespeare chronicles the downfall of a king with three daughters. Two of 

these daughters, Regan and Goneril, are cruel. Cordelia, Lear’s youngest daughter, however, is 

kind, caring, compassionate. Cordelia 

loves her father—and yet, when tested, 

Cordelia is true to herself (1.1). She is 

harshly punished by her father; she is 

ostracized and cut off from her family. 

Her sisters eventually show their true 

selves, and Lear realizes his mistake. 

This fall from a father’s favor by a 

daughter—this is what early Cinderella 

stories focused on (Cox xxv). 

Shakespeare’s written play mirrors 

versions of the timeless story that 

children today may only recognize by 

name. 

 However, whether or not 

Shakespeare purposefully implemented the iconic “Cinderella” trope, he did, certainly, based 

King Lear off of history and previous plays (Perrett 1). King Lear can be directly traced back to 

the earlier play of similar name, King Leir, as seen in the diagram above (Perrett x). This version, 

in turn, weaves its way back to the Historia regum Britanniae, which itself was a “translation of 

a very ancient book britannici sermonis” (Perrett 1). Between each text, the writers took creative 

liberties and altered various aspects of their work. The fundamental plot lines and themes are 

Perrett, Wilfrid. The Story of King Lear from Geoffrey of 

Monmouth to Shakespeare. Vol. 35. Berlin: Mayer & Müller, 

1904. Google Books. Web. 12 July 2016. 
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similar, of course—yet it is this differentiation that demonstrates the intellectuality and 

individuality of each author. 

 We can most accurately examine these discrepancies and alterations between the more 

immediate and famous works, King Lear and Leir. Both king figures share a dually powerful 

positions as kings and fathers. However, as Jean R. Brink points out, Leir is much more fatherly 

than Shakespeare’s Lear. The play in Leir form opens with King Leir expressing concern over 

both his kingdom and daughters after his death, as opposed to immediately calling his daughters 

and husbands to trial. Brink explains: “[Leir] feels torn between ‘childrens’ love, and care of 

Common weale” (Brink 216, Shakespeare 1.1). This conflict reoccurs throughout Shakespeare’s 

play as well, however in a less political way. Shakespeare eliminates this elevated motivation. 

Another alteration between texts appears in the status and relationships of each of Lear’s 

daughters. In Leir, Gonorill and Ragan, are not even yet married (Brink 215). Leir emphasizes 

the elder sisters’ cruelty by establishing early, and vivid, sisterly competition and bitterness 

towards “Cordella” (Brink 214). This bitterness is almost inherent; it stems from the fact that 

Cordella is kind, lovely—and their father’s favorite child. These qualities are overarching. But  

Leir holds the opening trial, not to display his favor towards his youngest daughter, but for 

another, political, and perhaps more reasonable reason as well. Leir’s intention is to present his 

youngest daughter with a marriage proposal, an alliance (Brink 214). Leir wanted Cordella’s 

approval, her voiced adoration for and legally binding agreement of matrimony to her suitor, the 

“rich King of Hibernia” (Brink 214). Ragan and Gonorill hurry into marriage contracts to 

“outshine” Cordella and win their father’s approval, especially since they know that Cordella 

will refuse Hibernia’s hand (Brink 215). 
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In King Lear, however, Shakespeare either alters these converging conflicts, or he 

eliminates them altogether. Instead of this somewhat understandable public trial, King Lear’s is 

ridiculous: he wants his daughters to prove their love to him with flattery, and rewards it with 

wealth (1.1). Shakespeare muddles these motivations, and makes Cordelia’s defiance seem 

uncalled for—it seems almost petty. The audience, or readers of the play’s text, groan when Lear 

asks Cordelia to express her love—to which she responds with, quite literally, “nothing” (1.1.86-

92). It’s harder to understand why she does this. It increases the play’s tension, makes Lear seem 

more heartless and much, much less human. Shakespeare’s alterations completely change the 

tone of the play. Even when implementing the original text as a backdrop, a template, 

Shakespeare made new decisions, changed character motivations, emphasized conflicts—all 

actions that require original thought, style, and individuality on the part of the writer. 

Because it involves so much effort on the part of the writer, one may just wonder why 

authors change their stories from their “hypotexts”—aside, of course, for the necessity of 

creating a piece that isn’t copyrighted or plagiarized. In the creation of such “palimpsestuous” 

texts, why do authors make the alterations and reimagine the situations that they do? (Hutcheon 

6). How do they decide what details to illustrate or hide, or what actions and characters to 

change? Therein lies one of the greatest struggles of writing: the decision-making and editing 

process. 

Writing, especially telling a complete story or effectively conveying an idea to an 

audience, is not easy—even when using a literary trope or hypotextual template (Genette 5). 

Writers must develop with ideas and articulate them in ways that will impact their readers. 

Flower and Hayes argue that a primary task that all authors must first face is to decide what their 
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goal, or “purpose” is. “What knowledge [will be] used in [their] writing?” (Flower 368). What 

are they trying to accomplish? How do they want their audience to feel?  

Writers must also combat any anxiety or inadequacy they may feel when approaching 

their subject, for this, not the reaction of the audience nor fear thereof, often leads to increased 

intensity between producer and product (McLeod 427). They must be diligent, fight away 

feelings of inadequacy in regard to those who have been successful before. 

 Numerous other motivating factors 

exist to prompt authors into using templates 

and palimpsests in the creation of new 

works. First, they may simply be tapping 

into an economic interest (Hutcheon 5). If 

an author sees that dystopian novels based 

on fairytales are very popular, for example, 

they may create an apocalyptic Wonderland 

(Beddor). At left are two different literary 

depictions of Lewis Carroll’s Alice’s 

Adventures in Wonderland. The former is 

one of Carroll’s original illustrations; the 

latter is Frank Beddor’s reimagined world. 

This variation of setting is just one way that 

popular retellings occur, bridging the gap 

between both age and genre. The focus on alphonsine-casimir. Untitled. Digital. Web. 13 July 2016. 

	

Carroll, Lewis. Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland. 1865. 

Mineola: Dover Publications, 1993. 
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the world and conflict in Beddor’s work allows Carroll’s messages and character to shine 

through as themes and heroes alike. 

 In the way of economic motivations, however, there is still another facet to discuss. 

Economic encouragement may manifest in the retelling of stories that were popular the first time 

around (Hutcheon 5). This phenomenon also is not solely confined to literature, either—film 

writers create screenplays from novels nearly every day. This extrinsic, monetary motivation is 

extremely persuasive in regard to writing new versions of old works, but they are perhaps not the 

most effective. Studies have proven, time and time again, that internal rewards, such as pride, 

confidence, and a heightened sense of self, are much more meaningful to individuals than 

external rewards such as money or public acknowledgement (McLeod 429-30). Inner 

motivations are nearly always more motivating than external ones, as this is how humans relate 

to and discover themselves in broader contexts. 

 Another way that ideas come to fruition is through a writer’s cognitive mental processes 

(Flower 367). While planning is often conducive to writing, it is not always a necessary for the 

development of ideas. As Flower and Hayes state in their theory on writing: 

“According to many writers, including our subjects, writing often 

seems a serendipitous experience, an act of discovery. People start 

out writing without knowing exactly where they will end up; yet 

they agree that writing is a purposeful act.” (Flower 377) 

They argue that while there are many steps to the writing process, they do not necessarily occur 

linearly (Flower 367). This means that they are not finite, as children are taught in grade school; 

the “steps” may overlap, interrupt one another. This is why writers constantly—and often 

unintentionally—edit themselves while they write. This fact is not always beneficial to their 
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work, but one other possible occurrence is the emergence of new ideas.   

 But how do writers come up with these new ideas? How exactly do they make these 

changes, or even know which changes they want to make? Philosophers such as Plato and 

Aristotle have long argued that inspiration is the source of these new, creative concepts (Winner 

9). Plato’s confidence that “external sources” elicited a “frenzy” of new ideas prompted 

questions to just where inspiration truly came from and how people became “inspired” (Winner 

9). The origin of inspiration is still an unclear concept, as others have argued everything from 

divine influence to the stimulation of memory for its conception (Winner 9; Flower 372). The 

Romantics believed that the unconscious was the source of creativity, and Freud advocated for 

the power and significance of dreams, for example (Winner 10). These disputes are mute, 

however, to the point that “cognitive processes” clearly indicate abnormal, increased levels of 

mental calculation and creativity—even though they may be building upon prior storylines and 

concepts to do so.  

 Artists of all sorts draw upon several stores of consciousness to find writing material with 

which to alter and “spice up” these literary templates. They use their imagination, true—but what 

comprises “imagination,” and how do these ideas arise? Most authors, even those that are using 

previously established hypotexts, choose to explore things that they do not know (Genette 5). 

Perhaps they have an interest in one subject, but know very little about it. So they conduct 

research.  

More commonly, and even instinctually, however, writers select things that they do know 

about to explore in their writings. They write about things that matter to them, confuse them, 

make them happy or angry or sad. They explore conflicts that coincide with both their interests 

and beliefs. However, writers draw from their own, everyday lives as well, whether they 
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recognize it or not. Everything that humans see and hear and feel is stored first within their short 

term memory (Flowers 371). If these sensations are of a greater significance or have some lasting 

impact upon the writer in some manner, they will likely be transferred to more permanent 

locations encoded throughout the brain. This is why writers generally write about their own 

pasts, ideologies, and lives. In the words of Walter Benjamin, it is “Memory [that] creates the 

chain of tradition which passes a happening on from generation to generation” (371). Memory 

bridges the gap between both literary events and shared evens, as well as individuals and time. 

Stories and memories alike form webs of people and cultures (Benjamin 371). 

 Experience, which correlates with memory, has a similar impact on the recollection, 

creation, and unification that stories elicit (Benjamin 362). Experiences are “passed on from 

mouth to mouth” much like memories may be; they can be recalled, as well as shared, to provide 

an audience with a greater, more meaningful message (Benjamin 362). 

In this same manner, many stories, themes, conflicts, and tropes are simply a part of our 

shared humanity (Hucheon 2). Fairy tales and myths in particular span cultures, uniting even the 

most far-flung reaches of human existence throughout time and space. Cinderella, as previously 

stated, spans eons and has “left traces everywhere” (Cox xvi). This isn’t simply because “it’s a 

good story”—it’s because everyone can relate to it in some manner. Universal themes unite 

individual readers. They tap into fears, dreams, and desires. Fairy tales may offer some sort of 

guidance in our real lives. Most of all, however, they offer hope (Yolen 27). Hope that, despite 

all odds, we will “achieve” happiness. And if not happiness, like in Shakespeare’s Cordelia’s 

case, justice in the very least (Yolen 23). Justice, in literature, is often just as satisfying. 

Therefore, authors oftentimes refine the messages of earlier works in ways that will 

particularly resonate with their audience (Hutcheon 6). What do they want readers to learn, to do, 
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to think? “Moffett and Gibson contend that these choices are determined by one's sense of the 

relation of speaker, subject, and audience” (Flowers 365). The author must evaluate not only his 

beliefs, but those to whom he is presenting his art as well. Shakespeare, for example, often made 

his changes to elicit feelings and thought within his audience. In King Lear, he implemented 

dramatic irony to pull his audience in, to involve them within the conflicts and tensions between 

characters. He made his fools wise, made them mock authority without fear of retribution—just 

as Shakespeare’s lower class audiences would have likely enjoyed doing (3.2). He wrote things 

that would amuse them, anger them; he created deaths with which they could sympathize and 

villains that they would hate. It is true that he build these characters up from prior plays; but he 

changed them so as to make them his. 

When critics and readers argue that “everything has already been written,” they do not 

discredit writers; they challenge them. For yes, themes such as hope, tropes such as the Hero’s 

Journey, and fairytales such as “Cinderella,” will always be around, they may not always look or 

sound alike. They may be vastly different, or they may appear in a seemingly slightly altered 

form with a plethora of new, more complicated themes like Shakespeare’s King Lear. Just 

because a story has been told does not mean that it cannot be imaged anew, that it cannot evolve 

as it transmits itself from the identity and imagination of one writer to another. For it is this 

creativity, this cognitive involvement, that is necessary for these stories to prevail, to transgress 

time and space, era and culture.  

Old stories can once again become new. Cordelia can be reunited with her father—or, at 

least, experience justice. For these stories are truly and firmly grasped within the hands of each 

new author. It is up to whoever is willing to engage his creativity, willing to face an audience 

that cries out against his originality. It was up to Shakespeare to share new, greater messages—to 
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make people understand that perhaps people misjudge one another, but inner strength should not 

be ignored. And perhaps it was even up to the little girl with scuffed shoes on the bench at 

recess, poring over a well-loved yellow notebook, to convey the message that not only are these 

stories are timeless, but that they are the cloth upon which our stories are being stitched. They 

are what unify us all. No matter what form or version they take, they are our happily ever after. 
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